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IntechOpen is one of the pioneers of Open Access publishing.
We published our first open access book, “Cutting Edge Robotics”, in 2005.
Since 2005 we have grown consistently, surpassing all publishers and
becoming the world’s leading publisher of Open Access books.
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Highlighted books

TOP 1106
Citations
CITED

408+37
Citations

1105+70
Citations

TOP PERFORMING

FEATURING A CHAPTER BY

228,397

NOBEL PRIZE

DOWNLOADS
Research funded by the FP7/2007-2013
(285417). Publishing funded by the
EC FP7 Post-Grant OA Pilot programme.

WINNING AUTHOR
Sir Harold W. Kroto
Nobel Prize in Chemistry 1996
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More exposure for
your work

OPEN ACCESS
PUBLISHING
MODEL

Researchers in
developing countries
can see your work

Practitioners can
apply your findings

Higher citation
rates

Taxpayers get
value for money

Compliant with
grant rules

Your research can
Influence policy

The public can access
your findings

Authors retain exclusive
copyright to their work
under CC license

Inspiration from illustration Benefits of Open Access, CC Danny Kingsley & Sarah Brown
https://aoasg.files.wordpress.com/2013/02/benefitsofopenaccess_cc-by_logo.pdf
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The Power of Open Access

Source: https://media.springernature.com/full/springer-cms/rest/v1/content/15176744/data/v3

+180 MILLION
DOWNLOADS on intechopen.com
+362,681
MOST DOWNLOADED BOOK
Modern Pacemakers - Present
and Future, 2011

+192,916
MOST DOWNLOADED CHAPTER
Underlying Causes of Paresthesia,
2012

CITATIONS
184,650+

Citations in
Web of Science

113,110+

Citations in
Crossref

254,510+

Citations in
Dimensions
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What Makes Us Unique?
PLATFORM

CONTENT

+ 3.3 MILLION

Unique Visitors
per Month

1 Chapter
Downloaded Every
1.2 Seconds Worldwide

+ 5,800

Open Access Books
Published

50% More Citations
than Non-OA Books

COMMUNITY
+ 70,000

Monthly User
Registrations

+ 7,140

Research
Institutions

SCIENTISTS
+ 143,000

Authors And
Academic Editors

12.2 % Come From
World Top 500
Universities

Gérard Albert
Mourou
Nobel Prize in Physics
2018

Yoshinori Ohsumi
Nobel Prize in
Physiology or
Medicine 2016

Harold W. Kroto
Nobel Prize in Chemistry
1996

Fabio Gabrielli
2015 Nobel Prize
Nominee
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Academic Editor - The Role
What it Means to be the Academic Editor
The quality demonstrated in the more than 5,800 books published by IntechOpen
would not be possible without the input of the leading researchers who take on the
role of book editors.
Each one of our editors is a specialist in their given field, and their engagement makes
it possible to reach the high standards required
by the scientific community.
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Academic Editor Responsibilities
• Editors define the concept of a book, table of contents, and book chapters. They are responsible
for the scientific quality of a book they edit. Editors review the full chapters by screening them
for plagiarism, evaluating their scientific merit, and ultimately deciding whether they are suitable
for inclusion in the book or not.
• During the review process, Editors suggest rounds of revisions. Editors have the absolute
possibility of accepting, requesting major or minor revisions, or rejecting the full chapter
submissions.
• Editors work on reviewing and providing review comments for all submitted manuscripts, the
writing of a preface and text to be displayed online and on
the back cover of the books.
• The book format offers editors an opportunity to work
with international authors active in diverse fields on a
single project. This kind of collaborative effort allows for
an expansion of scientific circles. Our authors and editors
come from top universities, are highly cited,
and include three Nobel Laureates.
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● Opportunity to publish a chapter in your title for free

Editor benefits

● 'Online First': reviewed and edited chapters published

individually, before the entire book is published, allowing them
to be searchable and citable without delay
● Author acquisitions for your title managed by IntechOpen
● ‘Invite an author’ and they will receive 500 GDP discount off the

Open Access Publishing Fee
● Dedicated Author Service Manager as one point of contact

throughout the process
● Complimentary English Language copyediting and typeset services

for authors and editors
● Indexing - regular submission of books to Web of Science Core

Collection (BKCI and BIOSIS Previews), Google Scholar, WorldCat,
BASE, CNKI Scholar and EBSCO for evaluation
● Opportunities to collaborate with Co-Editors and grow your

network
● 2 free hard copies of your title
● Complimentary eBook PDF of your title
● Special Editor’s Discount on any printed IntechOpen title
● Post publication metrics reports (including downloads, citations,

online mentions, readers by geographical region)
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Publication process
1. Registrations of authors and chapter proposal submission.
2. Chapter proposal review deadline = 7 days from submission
(for each individual chapter proposal)
Chapter proposal review options:
●
●
●

Accept
Accept with comments
Out of Scope

3. Full chapter review deadline = 7 days from submission
(for each individual full chapter)
Full chapter review options:
●
●

●

●

Accept
Minor review
○ 3 days to submit revised full chapter (authors);
○ no second review (editor)
Major review
○ 5 days to submit revised full chapter (authors);
○ second review deadline (editor) = 7 days from major
○ revised full chapter submission(for each individual
major revised full chapter submission)
Reject

Chapters published individually 'Online First', immediately after review and
before the entire book is ready for publication.
4. Final tasks (project & table of contents) and materials (preface, back cover text, CV) deadline = 10 days from receiving the finalisation notification email.
5. The project is published online weeks after the editor provided the final materials.
6. Books are submitted to relevant abstracting and indexing services including Web of Science - Book Citation Index, Crossref, Google Scholar, WorldCat,
BASE, EBSCO A-to-Z, Open AIRE, CNKI Scholar, RePEc, ExLibris SFX.
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Metrics
Information on downloads, reach, citations and online mentions is available on the IntechOpen platform,
supported by custom-built tools as well as the most advanced tools on the market
(Altmetric & Dimensions).

Reports are also available on the
Panels and delivered via email
once a publication has
reached specific download
milestones.
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Editor flyers
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90%

Feedback
“The response concerning the free download of book chapters is the best
motivation for me (the global interest in our open books).
Researchers and students from all over the world connecting with
our work is the best fulfillment.”
Waldemar A. Monteiro, Materials Science and Technology Center,
Nuclear and Energetic Researches Institute São Paulo, Brazil

“

EFFICIENT
PUBLISHING
PROCESS

“

Feedback from authors who were
interviewed about their experiences and
perceptions of OA book publishing with
IntechOpen

“No Open Access, no development. IntechOpen is
good news for the scientists in developing
countries."

“InTechOpen has provided me with the opportunity to work with international
scientists with whom I would not have otherwise had the chance to work with.”
Dr. Parveen Saini, Conjugated Polymer and Graphene
Technology Lab, Polymeric and So Materials Section, Materials
Physics and Engineering Division, CSIR-National
Physical Laboratory, India

Satisfaction rate

“

Prof. Guangming Xie,
Peking University, China

OPEN ACCESS
& WIDE
DISSEMINATION

“It was a pleasure to work with you. I have never
experienced such a friendly and helpful environment.”
Dr. Alexander Panov, Kennesaw State University,
United States of America

INTERNATIONAL
COLLABORATION

“

PROFESSIONAL
RELIABLE TEAM

“I am really very enthusiastic since I have
authored chapters in different scientific books before, but I have
never been involved in editing an Open Access book like this one.”

"I was quite impressed by the high quality
of IntechOpen publications."

Dr. Ioannis Kypraios, Oxford University,
APEM Computing Labs, United Kingdom

Prof. Karsten Berns,
University of Kaiserslautern, Germany

“

HIGH QUALITY
PUBLICATIONS
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Make sure your
SCIENCE reaches your
AUDIENCE!
www.intechopen.com
UNITED KINGDOM
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